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In the year 2222, Nevile and his friends 
Nina and A.T. are elite bridge builders 
in the province of Aribbea, where 
children go to work, adults go to school, 
and everyone is ruled by a tyrannical 
king. No one remembers what life was 
like before the king seized power and 
locked up all secrets and memory in 
his own library. Aribbeans now have no 
memory and no understanding of the 
world outside the bridges on which they 
live. When Nevile, Nina and A.T. find 
themselves plunging from a bridge to 
the land and sea below, they have no 
idea what will befall them. Sometimes 
together, sometimes apart, each must 
make his or her way through the tests 
and challenges that await them, to 
find their true place and to begin to 
recover their history. They encounter 
Pierre the Bacoo, Papa Bois, the rasta 
Hunn Dread, Hanuman the monkey 
and the last dog in Arribea. This motley 
crew succeeds in posing the first real 
challenge to his rule that the king has 
ever faced. 

What does friendship and loyalty mean? 
How do we know when we are safe, and 
what makes us so? Who can we trust?
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  1

CHAPTER 1
Secrets

THE KING’S ADVISORS leaped from their feather beds 
when they heard the creaking pulley hoist the flag of 
Aribbea to the top of the royal pole. With no time to 
waste, they grabbed their robes from a row of pegs near 
the door, and dressed on the run. The wind whipped the 
silky cloth so that it looked like a churning sea rolling 
across the courtyard.

From the tower overlooking the courtyard, the royal 
record-keeper watched the flabby, old men scurrying like 
rats. In his own haste, the royal record-keeper closed the 
Book of Names with a hearty slam and choked down the 
dust that rose from the brittle pages. He had been looking 
back on the names he had assigned to Aribbeans over the 
last 20 years. Names are important. This he knew, but just 
why he felt the need to trace names back in time on this 
day, he didn’t know. Clumsily, he placed the book in its 
secret drawer so that he could join the crowd.

‘There’s something important I’m forgetting,’ the 
royal record-keeper muttered as he scurried down 
the winding stairs. As hard as he tried, he couldn’t 
remember what that might be.

Wheezing and coughing, the king’s advisors and 
the royal record-keeper reached the Great Hall where 
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2 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

they stood trembling before the king. They still hoped 
that His Majesty would change his mind about his 
latest decision. His Majesty had a way of making hasty 
decisions, and his advisors were sure one of them 
would come back to haunt him some day.

‘This is a huge mistake,’ warned the chief advisor in 
the strongest voice he could muster.

The king ignored the advisor, flung his anaconda-skin  
cape over his bony shoulder and made the official 
announcement: ‘Keeping secrets is no longer a crime  
in Aribbea.’

Silence filled the hall.
‘This is a law that has been in Your Majesty’s record 

book for at least 300 years,’ the chief advisor said in a 
quivering voice.

The king dismissed the feeble old man leaning on 
his polished yellow poui stick. ‘No one keeps secrets 
anymore,’ the king shrugged.

The chief advisor cleared his throat.
‘Well, at least no one that the law was really meant 

for,’ the king quickly added.
The king’s advisors did not look convinced.
‘I find you are very foolish for a chief advisor,’ the 

king said sternly. ‘If we keep the Law of Secrets in the 
Book of Royal Laws, we run the risk of our enemies 
discovering it someday. Right now, no one knows what 
a secret is any longer. Remember, the bridgers are our 
enemies.’
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  3

The chief advisor stroked his silver beard with 
gnarled fingers which resembled the twisted roots of 
an old, silk-cotton tree. The king kept pointing out that 
the Aribbeans living on bridges were his enemy, but 
this was difficult to understand because the bridgers 
did not seem to know this. They just went about their 
work in a harmless way. It didn’t seem like they could 
be bothered by the king. But the king did not share the 
same feeling. He acted like he knew something that no 
one else knew.

The chief advisor cleared his throat. ‘Your Royal 
Highness, may I point out that you have the only law 
book in the only library that exists in Aribbea, and’ he 
added, shaking his twisted index finger and casting a 
stern glance at the royal record-keeper, ‘no Aribbean 
– bridger or otherwise – has ever been granted 
permission to visit your royal grounds, let alone your 
royal library.’

‘Yes. This is true, very true. True indeed,’ the king’s 
choir of advisors chimed in unison. 

The chief advisor stepped forward. ‘This would make 
it very difficult for any Aribbean to ever learn about the 
Law of Secrets buried in the Book of Royal Laws.’

The king drummed his fingers on the royal throne. 
‘But there are those bridgers and those other Aribbeans 
living on the grounds surrounding the palace. They 
could become, how should we say, “curious” and decide 
to break in to the royal library someday.’
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4 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

The chief advisor silently studied a way to connect 
the idea of curiosity with storming the royal library. He 
didn’t see the connection, so he said, ‘And may I also 
point out something quite important that Your Royal 
Highness seems to be forgetting: Aribbeans can’t read.’

‘Or write,’ a voice hidden in the crowd shouted. ‘Not 
even their own names.’

‘Names …’ the royal record-keeper nodded and 
scratched his head when the wind whispered the word 
to him. ‘What am I supposed to be remembering about 
names?’ he murmured.

The king was now blue vexed. ‘Enough! I should ban all 
of you; put you with common Aribbeans and let you build 
bridges or work in the salt mines. Or perhaps I should put 
you in a boat and let you drift on the sea forever.’

The king lunged forward, and his advisors all held 
out their hands to catch the diamond-studded gold 
crown that nearly fell off the king’s head.

‘You fools. Do you not realise the wisdom in erasing 
words?’ the king shouted as he shoved his crown back 
on his head. ‘As long as the Law of Secrets is in the Book 
of Royal Laws, the dreadful word “secrets” still exists. 
It’s the only place the word lives. Come,’ he said to the 
royal record-keeper responsible for naming Aribbeans, 
and erasing words and dangerous memories. The 
willowy, old man tried desperately to control his 
twitching left eye as he scratched his writing hand. He 
blew a strand of crystal-white hair from his bulging, 
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  5

brown eyes as the king instructed him to strike the law 
from the record book.

‘I know I am forgetting something,’ the royal record-
keeper muttered, ‘and I must remember.’

‘What did you say?’ asked the king.
‘Nothing,’ said the royal record-keeper. ‘Nothing.’
The king’s advisors once again warned that striking 

the Law of Secrets from the Book of Royal Laws was a 
huge mistake, but the king – stubborn to the bone – 
refused to listen.

‘My mind is made up,’ said the king. ‘Strike the law 
from the Book of Royal Laws. It must go.’

The royal record-keeper bowed dutifully. The advisors 
finally decided it was in their best interest to introduce 
no new arguments; so they bowed their way out of the 
king’s presence.

As he crossed the king’s bridge, the royal record-keeper 
looked to the sky. The stars jolted his memory. ‘Nevile,’ 
he whispered. He could see everything clearly now: 
many years ago – 13 to be precise – he had been sitting 
at his desk entering names in the Royal Record Book. He 
was writing the name ‘Nevele’ and he was just starting 
the loop of that second ‘e’ when suddenly he heard a 
hissing, crackling sound and saw stars spilling out of the 
Big Dipper. And so by accident he wrote ‘Nevile’.

Without thinking, he had violated the Law of 
Names. He had given a name the power of the letter 
‘i’. The royal record-keeper knew it was a mistake that 
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6 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

could bring about unimaginable changes in Aribbea. 
He could have corrected his error, but he chose not to. 
Flustered by his mistake, he repeated the error and 
named the next child Nina. He now had two names 
with the letter ‘i’.

His mistake and secret was safe because no one – not 
even the king – could really outlaw secrets, and he was 
one of the few people left who could read. Seeing the 
written law had not stopped him, and it probably had 
not stopped his ancestors before him.

The chief record-keeper was from a long line of 
readers and writers, who served as royal record-keepers. 
Parents received their children’s names from a royal 
messenger, who was dispatched by the royal record-
keeper, the only person in Aribbea who knew how to 
spell everyone’s name.

The royal record-keeper had locked away the secret of 
those two mistaken names in his own feeble mind for 
13 years. Now he smiled. ‘Nevile, my boy. It is finally 
your time,’ he laughed, and did a little dance under 
the stars. He didn’t mention Nina because he still did 
not know what role she had to play in the future of 
Aribbea. Was she just an afterthought? Was her name 
an act of defiance? Or were both names written in 
the stars? The royal record-keeper climbed the stairs 
to his office, and with every winding step leading to 
his tower, he thought about power. Is it written in the 
stars? Or is it a choice?
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  7

‘Nevertheless, she will be important,’ he whispered 
to the cold, damp walls. He just had that feeling deep 
inside of him.

Far away, in the eastern region of Aribbea, Nevile and 
his team of bridge builders had arrived at Bridge Zero 
where they were to begin work fixing a crack under the 
bridge. For days they had travelled through dark and 
damp tubes where they could sometimes barely stand. 
Nevile and his small team hardly spoke to each other. 
No one they knew had ever been to Bridge Zero, and 
they had never heard of such a number.

An unknown bridge with an unknown number was 
cause for alarm, but no one expressed any fear because 
they trusted Nevile, the best and most fearless of the 
bridge builders. For Nevile, the assignment on Bridge 
Zero merely meant a new adventure in his life. This is 
what propelled him forward through every day.

On the platform jutting out from the bottom of the last 
chute, Nevile’s team gathered at the sealed door. Nevile 
pulled down the lever and the door popped open. Holding 
the flickering light of their flambeaux, howler monkeys 
scampered outside and cast enough light for Nevile to 
quickly spot the tiny crack in the damaged bridge so that 
his main assistants, Nina and A.T., could fix the problem. 
They had been lowered down a chute that took them to 
the dark realms of the underworld, which was considered 
everything outside of the bridge. They heard the ocean’s 
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8 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

waves rushing towards them, but it was too dark to see 
what the mist covered. The air smelled of mouldy logs, 
damp salt and overripe mangoes.

Nina supervised the bucket brigade of howler 
monkeys that carried bridge-binding powder to plaster 
on the crack. The monkeys thumped their chests and 
danced in a display of both fear and excitement. There 
was nothing worse than the loud smell of agitated 
monkeys.

Nevile gave the signal and a pair of squawking 
monkeys swung open the iron gates so that all of the 
worker monkeys waiting on the bridge could scamper 
through to the forbidden zone of the underworld.

‘No one would ever believe us if we told them what 
it’s like out here,’ said Nina.

‘There’s nothing but salt water and more bridges,’ 
Nevile shrugged.

Nina couldn’t help but feel there was more. ‘They 
should let us work in the day,’ she said.

‘The monkeys work better in the dark,’ said Nevile.
‘So they say,’ Nina sighed.
Nina followed the band of chattering monkeys down 

the supporting beams to a ladder that the monkeys 
used to reach the lowest point of the bridge.

Dangling just above the water, Nina reached down 
and much to her surprise, touched something wet and 
firm. ‘The water is gone,’ she shouted. No one seemed 
to be near her; no one heard her. Without thinking, 
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  9

Nina lowered herself onto the strange surface below the 
bridge. ‘And they said there was nothing out here but 
bridges and water,’ she mumbled.

Even though he was busy looking for more cracks, Nevile 
quickly sensed danger. Over the years, he had developed a 
keen sense of smell – almost like a monkey’s – so that even 
in the dark he could smell fear, happiness and danger.

He looked around him and found Nina gone.
‘Nina where are you? Come back. You can’t do this,’ 

Nevile commanded. He meant she couldn’t venture 
off on her own. Strict rules had been put in place for 
everyone’s safety. ‘The ocean will swallow you.’

Nevile lowered himself to the point where he had 
seen Nina last. Down, down, down he went, and the 
further he went, the more heavy and damp the air 
felt. But the water was gone. He couldn’t explain the 
disappearing ocean, but he knew with certainty that it 
would come rushing back. 

Nina did not share Nevile’s concern. Instead, she 
ignored his voice echoing in the distance and took 
another cautious step. She was off the bridge, and 
Nevile sensed that.

‘Nina!’
Making sure that no one was watching, Nevile 

lowered himself to the place where Nina had jumped 
from the bridge. A tiny wave gently lapped against his 
feet and then rolled away. The monkeys squealed and 
swung from beam to beam above.
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10 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

‘Don’t go forward,’ Nevile warned, but Nina kept 
walking away from the bridge.

Nevile glanced behind him to the place where the 
waves had rolled away, but it was too dark to see beyond 
his own outstretched arms.

‘There is something beyond the bridges other than 
the ocean,’ Nina called back to Nevile, ‘and I’m walking 
on it. I always knew there was something more out 
here.’ Nina’s feet began to sink into the sand causing 
her to struggle for her balance.

‘Nevile!’ A.T. yelled from the platform far above them. 
‘We only have ten more minutes in the forbidden zone.’

At least A.T. doesn’t know what’s happening, Nevile 
thought. Nina placed a hand on Nevile’s shoulder. ‘I’m 
here,’ she said. ‘Don’t worry.’

Nevile grabbed Nina’s hand and held it as hard as he 
could.

‘I find it hard to understand you sometimes,’ Nina 
said, breaking the silence. ‘You’re the best and most 
fearless bridge builder and you’re never afraid to take 
chances, but—’

‘But I always do what I’m supposed to do,’ Nevile 
interrupted. Nina could sense the anger in his voice.

‘And how do you know the right thing to do?’
‘You feel it,’ Nevile whispered, because he was feeling 

something he’d never felt before. They walked the few 
steps back to the bridge in silence. They had almost 
reached the ladder when Nina stumbled and fell.
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  11

Nina sat on the ground rubbing her foot. ‘My foot hit 
something!’

Nevile helped her to stand up. With her rubber boot, 
Nina kicked at the spot in the stony sand that had 
caused her to fall.

‘Leave it, Nina. It has nothing to do with our work. 
You can’t take it with you, and we can’t spend any more 
time here.’

Nina refused to budge.
‘We have to finish this job quickly, so I can leave for 

the Rejuvenation Centre before sunrise. There’s no 
time to waste,’ said Nevile. ‘You know I can’t be late.’

‘What is taking you both so long?’ A.T. called. His 
voice bounced off the beams of the bridge. He was 
clearly agitated now.

‘We’re coming,’ Nevile called.
Shifting to her knees, Nina began digging out the object 

with her bare hands. Nevile reached down and jerked her 
to her feet. ‘Leave it, Nina. You’ll get us all in trouble.’

‘What’s the harm of looking?’
Had they not been so busy arguing, Nina and Nevile 

might have been able to feel a set of piercing eyes 
peering at them from the furthest edge of darkness in 
the ocean, which they could now hear roaring its way 
back to shore.

Nevile and Nina couldn’t see the waves rushing to the 
shore, but they could hear the ocean rumbling towards 
them.
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12 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

‘Run!’ shouted Nevile.
Nina gasped and then ran for her life.
The waves brushed the bottom of their boots as they 

scampered up the long, winding ladder to the main 
working platform. With aching arms, they climbed and 
climbed and climbed. Occasionally, Nevile turned to Nina. 
He still couldn’t see her, but he could sense her sadness.

‘Forget it, Nina,’ he said. ‘Just forget what you saw. It 
doesn’t matter.’

Nevile knew she was still thinking about what she 
had left behind.

And then he heard it, a gasp – faint and horrible – just 
enough to tell him that Nina had slipped. Fumbling in 
the darkness, Nevile stretched his hand to reach Nina.

‘Hang on, Nina!’ he cried.
‘I can’t,’ she screamed as she tumbled towards the 

roaring ocean. A fleeting moment of joy came with the 
feeling that she was flying, but it quickly formed a ball of 
fear in the pit of her belly as Nina realised that she was 
falling towards the angry sea below. A bolt of lightning 
cracked the sombre sky. Desperately, Nina reached for the 
light and found her body jerk to a stop. Her hand was in 
the long, hairy palm of a monkey, who was pulling her 
back to the ladder leading to the platform.

Across the ocean, the king’s royal rogues approached 
the drawbridge, which had been lowered for them to 
leave the king’s sprawling palace. The advisor who 
wore a towering turban – even in the afternoon sun 
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Nevile  and the Lost Bridge  13

when he slurped Julie mangoes – whispered, ‘Aribbeans 
can’t read or write; so it really makes no difference 
whether or not His Royal Highness leaves the law on 
the record books.’

The chief advisor stopped in his tracks to ponder a 
point before doubling over from laughter. The other 
advisors raised their eyebrows at his scandalous 
behaviour.

‘What is it?’ they asked as they gathered around him.
‘Aribbeans,’ he said laughing so hard he couldn’t talk. 

‘They’re mindless, stupid creatures reduced to nothing 
more than living robots. Centuries ago they lost 
everything: their families, their homes and their land. 
They live on bridges and they don’t even know the 
islands exist. It makes no difference what the king does 
with a silly law. They can’t possibly even know what a 
secret is any more.’

Because he did not look where he was going, the 
advisor had not noticed that he was standing on a 
blanket of golden guava. He reached down, picked a 
rotten guava from the ground and popped it into his 
mouth without checking for worms. ‘It will always be 
guava season for Aribbeans,’ he said wiping the juice 
running down his chin. 

All the advisors laughed at the joke. ‘Yes indeed. 
Guava season – the hardest of times,’ the chief advisor 
laughed. ‘But what’s a little hardship for Aribbeans? 
Surely they’re used to it after 200 years.’
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14 Nevile  and the Lost Bridge

The king’s advisors laughed so hard that they had to 
hold their aching sides. 

The royal record-keeper had his own laugh as he 
dusted off the Book of Names from 13 years ago. He ran 
his index finger over the brown, brittle pages. ‘Ah, there 
it is,’ he said, as his finger rested on the name ‘Nevile’. 
He watched it carefully, considering his mistake. 
‘What’s in a name?’ he asked out loud. He closed the 
book. ‘Well, I guess we’ll all soon find out.’

The royal record-keeper pondered his mistake. Or was 
it a mistake? Maybe some force had led him to write 
the name. Maybe the boy’s name had been written in 
the stars long before he discovered it. Wracking his 
brain, the royal record-keeper remembered what the old 
record-keeper who had trained him had said: ‘Someday, 
there will be someone to challenge the king. His evil 
power cannot last forever.’

The royal record-keeper had turned away from his teacher  
to hide his laugh. Impossible, he had thought. Never. The  
royal record-keeper had to admit now that he was wrong.  
He could hear the king’s advisors in the distance.

‘In any case, the king has bigger worries than the 
Aribbeans that he rules.’ The advisor with the long 
nose, snorted through his laughter.

Without saying a word, all heads turned in unison 
towards the grey, stony walls of the Tower of Doom, 
where they could feel the icy stare of hatred even before 
they ever saw the face pressed against the bars.
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In the year 2222, Nevile and his friends 
Nina and A.T. are elite bridge builders 
in the province of Aribbea, where 
children go to work, adults go to school, 
and everyone is ruled by a tyrannical 
king. No one remembers what life was 
like before the king seized power and 
locked up all secrets and memory in 
his own library. Aribbeans now have no 
memory and no understanding of the 
world outside the bridges on which they 
live. When Nevile, Nina and A.T. find 
themselves plunging from a bridge to 
the land and sea below, they have no 
idea what will befall them. Sometimes 
together, sometimes apart, each must 
make his or her way through the tests 
and challenges that await them, to 
find their true place and to begin to 
recover their history. They encounter 
Pierre the Bacoo, Papa Bois, the rasta 
Hunn Dread, Hanuman the monkey 
and the last dog in Arribea. This motley 
crew succeeds in posing the first real 
challenge to his rule that the king has 
ever faced. 
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